Parking Structure 3
Parking Structure 3 is the main parking area for UC Davis Medical Center, with more than 400 spaces allocated for patients and visitors and no time limit.

1. Pull your ticket and check the display
When entering the parking structure, check the electronic display for the number of open spaces on each floor. Patient/visitor parking is on the Lower Level, Level 1 and Level 2.

2. Park in spaces with green lights
- A green light over a space means it is open, and a red light means it is occupied. Blue lights show disabled spaces.
- Please take your ticket when you exit your car.
- Each level is color-coded for convenience. Lower Level: yellow; Level 1: green; Level 2: orange.

3. Get where you want to go
The Main Entrance provides convenient access to the Davis Tower, pavilion area, admissions, surgery, emergency, pharmacy, cardiology, radiology and radiology reception rooms 710 and 1776, and the cafeteria. An information desk is located in the main lobby.

The South Entrance provides convenient access to the North, South and East wings, the University Tower, Children’s Surgery Center, MRI reception room 1351, and the North 1 Adult Annex.

4. Pay before you return to your car
- Pay at the central cashier station on Level 1 near the South Entrance. There is no cashier at the exit gate to collect payment.
- The central cashier station on Level 1 accepts cash, debit and credit cards. You must pay here if your ticket has been validated. Also come here for disabled placard discounts and discounted weekly permits.

- Automated pay stations on Level 1 accept cash or credit cards, with no validations.
- Parking is $2 per hour (or a fraction thereof) with a $12 daily maximum.

Disabled and mobility assistance
- Disabled parking is located on the Lower Level and Level 1. Blue overhead lights show disabled spaces.
- Call 916-703-4309 to request a wheelchair or mobility assistance.
- If you have a disabled placard, please present it at the exit gate. Press the silver button for assistance.

Emergency Department lot – dedicated parking
- Short-term parking is available for emergency-room patients only in the ER lot, for a maximum of 6 hours. For extended parking needs, vehicles should be relocated to Parking Structure 3.
- Please do not park in spaces reserved for medical staff, as you may be cited.

Other hospital parking (short-term):
All parking is $2 per hour with a $12 daily maximum. Cash or credit cards are accepted.

Lot 3
Pay at an automated station and display your receipt. There is a 2 1/2-hour limit. Disabled spaces are available.

Cypress Building Lot 1 and Lot 8
Located off Colonial Way. Pay at the automated station adjacent to the pharmacy and display your receipt. There is a 2 1/2-hour limit. Disabled spaces are available.

Parking Structure 1 – Employee parking only
Parking for patients and visitors is no longer available in Parking Structure 1. The former West Entrance across from Structure 1 is now employee-only and requires a card key for entry. Please use the Cypress Building lots or other locations listed here due to construction.
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